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“From retail workers to warehouse operatives, and from care workers to cleaners, we are beginning to uncover the hidden millions who are chronically broke year in, year out,” said Balaram. “The real danger for this group of workers is a childcare bill unpaid and yet another rent rise around the corner.” UK labour market statistics released on Wednesday showed employment reaching a record high last year. But, the RSA report makes clear, wider economic trends suggest workers are worse off as real wages fall and in-work poverty rises. The RSA report identifies what it calls Britain’s “new class s Only one answer in correct. The room was filled with warmth, bright lights and the incessant, excited chatter of children. But then you catch sight of the five glass cases of stuffed squirrels engaged in a frenzied boxing match. They do look like real ones! The rest of your visit tends to pass in a blur. The independence from Britain - the abolition of slavery - the American Constitution - the victory over France 11) Which president was the first to live in the White House? George Washington - John Adams - Abraham Lincoln - Thomas Jefferson 12) The Statue of Liberty was made in the USA – Great Britain – France – Germany 13) ‘Caledonia’ is a poetic name for